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About Us

Divine Light Jewelry 

Adding to that Gleam in your Eye! 

Divine Light Jewelry is a well-known name when it comes to fine handcrafted jewelry. Each piece 

and every Ring is created to complement our customers’ unique personality. Moreover, our 

creations bring good fortune and luck into the lives of our customers. With life changing at the 

drop of a hat, our jewels lend you the grace and resilience to deal with it. The vibrating power of 

the gems can connect you spiritually with your guardian angels. Moreover, crystal energy is divine 

and unique, so it also heals all your hurts and ills. 

At Divine Light Jewelry, we understand our customers love to stand out. Each piece of jewelry we 

craft, such as Rings, Necklace, etc., has been designed to do exactly that!  

Why Shop With Us? 

We love gemstones!  Only those with a passionate love like ours for these precious stones could 

guarantee you will come away with the finest quality! Only eye clean gems are chosen for their 

excellent cuts and color at Divine Light Jewelry. 

Gemstone Brings Fortune 

The Divine Light Jewelry experts are always present to guide you to the right gemstone to fulfill 

the requirement you have in mind. Gems bring good luck to the wearer and help you be better 

prepared for the ups and downs in life. Add them to your daily routine and you will open yourself 

up to powerful vibrations that bring good fortune and transform your life with their magical 

properties and divine light!  Gemstones can also act like energy amplifiers while those in a 

relationship could make them a part of their Engagement Rings. Each stone is chosen with 

immense care, so that it is flawless in itself and amplifies the magic of the gem to the max.  

Good quality and good hand-made craftsmanship 

Divine Light Jewelry chooses high quality rare gemstones that you will find at any of the European 

high jewelry houses. We create jewelry around those pieces with such skilled craftsmanship that 
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you will appreciate its every nuance. Divine Light Jewelry is a firm believer in sustainability. That 

is why all our gemstones come to us via ethical sources. We don’t believe in hurting the earth 

just to earn a profit. Our clients know we would not offer them mass produced pieces of jewelry, 

as well. We have created a legacy for ourselves with our consistency, quality, and original 

approach. We provide jewelry with the same potential! 

Unique and Personal Design 

When you place an order with us, we immediately begin looking for the finest quality gemstone 

and then personally hand-pick them from the trade source to curate it just for you. We believe 

in creating jewelry that reflects your uniqueness.   
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Contact Us

Divine Light Jewelry 

We Love it when you Show Off Our Jewelry! 

Don’t you just hate it when you have a gem emergency, and there is no help in sight? Whether 

it is a Necklace or Wedding Rings that you need instant gratification for, help is always 

available. Just fill out this brief form, and we’ll touch base within a day or two! 

Not satisfied by just dropping an email? Want to talk Jewelry with one of our experts live? 

Then visit the Divine Light Jewelry store located at Insert Company Address Here! 

 

Customer Testimonials 

The Best at What they Do! (Slide 1) 

I was browsing when I happened by Divine Light Jewelry. So glad that I did. These guys had 

a huge range of gem-set jewelry and I bought something for all my friends! 

They Know Their Business! (Slide 2) 

I have always thought the gemstone business was nonsense. But that was until I came 

across Divine Light Jewelry. They have experts on the subject who will guide you to the gem 

you need in your life. I finally got that promotion I had been after!  

Results that you can see for yourself! (Slide 3) 

Divine Light Jewelry has never once let me down. Whenever I am shopping for gifts, I check 

them out. The exquisite designs and the amazing quality of their products wins me – and 

the receiver of that gift – every time!  

Not looking for Wedding Rings? Divine Light Jewelry isn’t anything like the Jewelry 

Stores you are used to shopping at. Call Insert Number and be surprised! 
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